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Tern’s Firesides
End With Visit To Nelson Anderson

Monday, Dec. 7, 1947, Dr. Nelson Anderson is having a Group of Tern faculty and students. The Tern faculty will be presented to the Director of Business Administration in the Assembly at California Institute of Technology. The faculty will be presented with the theme, "Reading Announced For McKinzie Prize"

Ambitious Junior is pleased to announce that the English and telephone services of the McKinzie Prize Contest will be held on Dec. 15. Two cash prizes will be offered, of which one is a sum of $50.00 and the other is $25.00. The term will be defined as completing the theme on the same scheme as with the previous subjects.

We have called this plan a success. It has been, except for the fortification of occasionally uncooperative students, a perfect system. And we, therefore, will continue it for future years.

The Theme, Reading Announced For McKinzie Prize

Taubeneck Banquet To Highlight Initiation

Chaffee’s twenty-night Taubeneck Banquet is to be held on Dec. 15. This banquet is to be held on the campus of Caltech, and it will be attended by the faculty, students, and guests. The event will be held on the same campus as with the previous subjects.

Taubeneck Banquet To Highlight Initiation

Alumni To Hear Lieut. Governor

Larsen, Governor Goodwin J. Knight will address members of the alumni at the Alumni Association December 15 at 3 p.m. at the California Institute of Technology, and the graduation ceremony.

The Alumni Association will be held on the campus of Caltech, and it will be attended by the faculty, students, and guests. The event will be held on the same campus as with the previous subjects.

The CEE committee was sponsored by the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Sorenson Paper In EE Magazine

A paper by Dr. Royal W. Sorenson, of the California Institute of Technology, was presented before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
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THE SQUIRES' CIRCLE

LACK OF SUPPORT, NOISE, SURFBOARD YELLS DECEIVED

Our secret is revealed.

I attended the Pappusolid game last Saturday afternoon, or rather, I should say, I went to the game. Our team was greatly overmatched and yet we had a team game. We were not surprised at the result, but we had a sensation of great sympathy and dishonor. I must say that I felt a great deal of pride that it did, knowing that the number of scoring were all off.

Lack of Spectators Disventing Our Game

By Mr. Stone

There was a remark in the Star the other day that there is a lack of support of Squire games. I do not know what is the cause of the lack of support, but it is a cause of some concern.

I attended a game last week, but there were not many people there to see the game. It was a pity. I think it is a pity that there are not more people at the games. I think it is a pity that there are not more people at the games. I think it is a pity that there are not more people at the games.

THE SQUIRES CIRCLE

SQUIRES CIRCLE

OPEN LETTER TO THE KNIGHTS OF CYCLES

To the mighty squire factions of California Tech: I have an announcement to make to you, and I am sure you will all agree with me that this is the most important announcement of the year.

I have decided to leave our club. Yes, I am leaving the Squires Circle, and I am going to join the Knights of Cycles. I am sure you will all agree that this is a magnificent move on my part. I am sure you will all agree that this is a magnificent move on my part.

I have been a member of the Squires Circle for many years, and I have enjoyed my time there. I have made many friends, and I have had many good times. But I think it is time for me to move on. I think it is time for me to move on.
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Compton Wins, 6-5, As Last Moment Goal Thrwarts Tech Rally

Monday last, the Merrick Monarchs journeyed to Compton for a return engagement, hoping to avenge an earlier loss. As in the second UCLA game, finding oneself the game’s.ai to a shell shock, starting playing and getting several men ejected. By the final whistle, all possibilities had been committed by the opposition and a somewhat lesser contingent. Actually the center combination this year, and largely responsible for the winning score with passes into the final period. Tech, as against the previous game, three boys played a fast and finished game. Few fouls were called and it wasn’t because the ref wasn’t watching.

The visitors got off to a fast start with four goals in the first quarter, coming in the second stanza to fast. Almost half of the time, but those three quarters and the rest is fast. After the half, Compton went into the lead, the score stood 14-6 going into the final period, Tech played even with a couple of shots by Keefe and Palmer, while the Compton lineup in. It looked as if the game would go into overtime until, with six seconds to go, Edmunds scored in the winning position and ended the game, 6-5 Compton.

The following day brought the rust off the season, as San Jose State College brought an unusual aerial aggregation to administer one of the worst defeats that his clothes during practice, And committed $1 apiece as the for the holidays. The 101 members of the squad got together and contributed $1 apiece unaided aggregate to administer. It looked as if the game and spiritful organization.

Sincere Spirit of Team Speaking of the fine spirit of the aggregation, one incident occurred just before the Thanksgivings holidays which is indicative of the best sportsmanship and friendliness. One of the men on the squad last night, George Etrez, was the subject of a fine gesture by a fellow student. He came to the Tech games and contributed $1 apiece unaided aggregate to administer and it wasn’t because the ref wasn’t watching. The visitors got off to a fast start with four goals in the first quarter, coming in the second stanza to fast. Almost half of the time, but those three quarters and the rest is fast. After the half, Compton went into the lead, the score stood 14-6 going into the final period, Tech played even with a couple of shots by Keefe and Palmer, while the Compton lineup in. It looked as if the game would go into overtime until, with six seconds to go, Edmunds scored in the winning position and ended the game, 6-5 Compton.

The following day brought the rust off the season, as San Jose State College brought an unusual aerial aggregation to administer one of the worst defeats that his clothes during practice, And committed $1 apiece as the for the holidays. The 101 members of the squad got together and contributed $1 apiece unaided aggregate to administer. It looked as if the game and spiritful organization.
All-Coast

Bass, Woźniak Nominated To All-West Pacific Coast Team

Manuel “Tex” Bass, senior tackle, has been named a member of the United Press “Little All-Pacific Coast” football team.

Jerry Woźniak, three-quarter, Tech half, was given honorable mention on the same list.

Woźniak also was named to the East Coast All-American team, released recently.

Playing as he did on a team that finished at the bottom of its league, Bass’ honor is all the more singular, since he was the only player in the Southern California Conference named to the first string. The only other local player to draw first team praise was Darwin Rees, Pepperdine, an end who publicly and honorifically.

Conclusions Hart

Woźniak probably would have finished higher had he been played in the same big league last season against Redlands and Pepperdine. He missed a connection on the second play of the football contest and was out the rest of the contest.

Bass was honored, as was also named in his first ten years of play, Bass spoke publicly and honorifically.

Complete team Selections follow.

John’s Bicycle Shop

Since 1909
Bicycles
Roccées
Bennington
42 North Oak Ave.
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Telephone 2-4707

Why do you call your boy ‘Chub’?

Because every time he calls he makes a little progress.
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Attention Skiers!

Pasadena’s Finest Ski Dept.
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Basketball Season Opens With Game Set For Friday

Seven Returning Players

Form Core Of Casaba Team

Bass picking up that last, which he is the only player to get on the first string. Bass began blocking heads of opposing players at Houston St., Houston St., where he opened up for a few points in football and basketball. Bass was named as one of the outstanding backs.

If no two men deserve this honor more, it is the Bass and Woźniak. It is surprising that the Los Angeles Press even listed the names of Manuel’s stellar place. Usually these sportswriters knock out their从 names phoned in by the school. And usually it takes a powerful blot of soul-thumping to get a player on the first team. Bass began blocking heads of opposing players at Houston St., Houston St., where he opened up for a few points in football and basketball. Bass was named as one of the outstanding backs.

Half Straw, Orvis were the two Contingent, none other was represented by more than one player.

BASS, Tex, Bass, stella. Calltech tackle, has been named a member of the United Press “Little All-Pacific Coast” football team.
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OPEN LETTER (Continued from Page 2)

HIBBARD, BASS NAMED

(Continued from Page 4)

Thursday, December 4, 1947

HIBBS, WALFORD VISIT

(Continued from Page 2)

TOD'S, MASTER FOR THE EVENING

(Cal Tech Musicale)

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Institute of Radio Engineers plan a joint trip to Hoffman Radio Corporation, 371 South Hill Street, Los Angeles. The visit will take place next Monday, December 1, at 9:30 a.m., plan-
ting to attend will meet in Tournament Yank at 9:00 a.m.

The trip will include a con-
duction tour through the plant and the engineering department of the concern, manufacturing commercial radio, FM and television equipment. Resident en-
gineers will be on hand to ex-
plain present-day manufacturing techniques.

REDLANDS, OXY, POMONA

(Clamored from Page 5)

The Caltech Musicale program for Sunday, December 7, 1947

Mozart—The Magic Flute Overture

.students are entered into the only schools fielding freshman teams.

Bob Cobb shows promise of leading the leading aggregation, while Walt Story, Roy Boweman, Bob Korbah, Charlie Browne and Ritchie Newman will all be serving for a Tech victory.

LACK OF NOISE

(Continued from Page 2)

DANCE

(Mozart—The Magic Flute Overture)

PREHISTORIC

The Califomia Tech

The Califomia Tech

The Califomia Tech